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This license allows non-commercial use of the 3 bust artworks by Pearl-Jamais (deviantART). This license 
allows limited commercial use of the 3 bust artworks by Pearl-Jamais (deviantART) so long as the work is 
edited or used in a way that it cannot be easily taken by a 3rd party. 
 
This license does not allow the following uses: 

 Redistribution for free in an as-is state 

 Redistribution for free as stock (new or edited) 

 For Sale in an as-is state 

 For Sale as stock (new or edited) 

 Reposting in an as-is state 

 Claims to the original unedited as creator or copyright holder 

 Claims to the edited version as sole creator – Please give credit when credit is due 
 
While this license allows the personal and private use of this work, it does not give you creative rights to 
the work nor does this license or use of this work transfer any of my copyrights to you. This work is not a 
commercial work despite some limited commercial uses allowed. You also may not edit the completed 
work or remove my signature. You may modify the transparent version to suit your needs so long as the 
work created follows the above guidelines. You may repost the completed work as-is on any site you 
choose so long as credit is given to the copyright holder, Lantiis. You may not repost the transparent 
version as-is until you have edited it so that it cannot be ripped and used by a 3rd party. You may never 
sell the work or use it as a base. You may give the work away so long as you are using it to make a new 
work that follows the above agreement. 
 
Please do not lose this license. I do seek damages against those individuals who cannot prove they may 
use my work. Should I change the terms of the use for this piece, this license is the only way you can 
prove that you have a right to use my works. 
 
This document sealed with my official deviantART.com watermark. This license is not valid without my 
complete watermark(s). Document covers two lineart only busts and one full color bust. 
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